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Advancer Enterprises

A Biotech and Medical company formed in YE 37, Advancer Enterprises aims to provide the world with
new and cost effective treatments for various ailments while also improving the human condition.

 1)

Company Statistics
Established YE 37
Leadership Mizumitsu Megumi, Berhane Ezana Aseri
Employees 2,150
Associated Factions Independent, Yamatai Star Empire
Headquarters Fujiko, Shenhong City
Nomenclature ID AE
Specialization Medical Services, Biotech Equipment, Cybernetics, and Pharmaceuticals
Nicknames Advancer, AdEnterprises

History

Founded in YE 38, Advancer Enterprises is a newly formed commercial enterprise that specializes in the
pharmaceutical and medical divisions, with a small food service division. The corporation was organized
from a combination of wealthy backers and investors, as well as small pharmaceutical and human
enhancement laboratories who wished to pool resources and collaborate on their work to produce new
and cost effective treatments for various ailments while also improving the human condition.

Advancer's first main headquarters, research facilities, and medical hospital are located in Tatiana's main
city, nestled in one of the more Nepleslian dominated portions of the city. The main HQ takes up the 4th,
5th, and 6th floors of an office building, and handles business transactions and the day to day running of
the corporation. Nearby is the corporation's small medical facility, where in-patient procedures and
medical research are carried out within a private gated hospital and rest facility. The remainder of the
corporation's facilities are located in an orbital annex, where a small 0g factory complex houses a
manufacturing facility and shipping warehouse.

After the corporation was aquired by Ryu Keiretsu in YE 43, Advancer's headquarters was moved to
Crane Tower in Inuyama City. A larger research hospital/school was built in the northern sectors of the
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city's Huang Industrial Zone, giving Advancer access to two hospitals. Mizumitsu Megumi (sister of the
RyuK's President) was appointed as CEO, though operational control still remains largely in the hands of
Berhane Ezana Aseri.

Corporate Goals

To Develop and deliver the best possible medical technology and treatments possible
To provide the best customer service possible.
Advancer will at all times promote an atmosphere of multiculturalism and multinational
cooperation.
Remind the sector the importance of human lives and ability to contribute. (Humanistic)

Operations

The operations of Advancer Enterprises is presently split into the following departments:

Mechanics

The Mechanics Division of Advancer Enterprises is oriented around the development of new medical
machinery, creating better ways of making the machines that treat patients. They received a mandate to
design and produce medical supplies in YE 44, greatly expanding their size and reach.

Advanced Medical

The Advanced Medical Division is the largest and currently most well funded of Advancer's three
divisions. The AM sections spearheads research and development in new medical technologies to turn
theories into reality.

Service

The Service Division is currently the smallest of the three Divisions, and is oriented around managing and
supplying Advancer's food and medical service locations than developing new technologies.

Products and Components

Advancer Enterprises has the following products for sale.
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Medical

Page Price
(KS) Description

Delivery Nanites 1.00 KS Nanites designed to encapsulate a drug and deliver it to the
precise point in the body.

MedicaGel 88.00 KS

MedicaGel is a multifaceted wound treatment gel composed of
peptides, stem cells, antibacterial agents, nano-machines, and a
numbing agent called Endurance. The gel-cream accelerates
natural healing, disinfects wounds, numbs pain, and self-
degrades as the wound heals, eliminating the need for bandage
changes.

Surgical Nanites 500.00 KS Programmable molecular scale semi-organic machines intended
to perform various non-invasive surgeries.

AquaGenesis Fluid
(Suaryoradone) 1.00 KS Artificial amniotic fluid used in a variety of medical uses from a

medium to grow clones to a base for healing bodies.

TheraGel (Suaryoradone-2) 1.50 KS
TheraGel is a nanite and nutrient rich material used to rapidly
heal wounds. Designed primarily for humans and species similar
to human biology.

Type 45 Standardized Field
Medical Kit 800.00 KS The Type 45 Standardized Field Medical Kit is designed to give

medical practitioners the tools to operate in away from hospitals
Advancer Enterprises Type
45 Vehicle First Aid Kit 225.00 KS Type 45 Vehicle First Aid Kit is a larger kit designed for medics

and emergency personnel in mind.

Pharmaceuticals

Page Price
(KS) Description

Advancer Boost
Cardiovascular
Supercharger

30.00
KS

A synthetic drug that can be released into the bloodstream on command.
Supercharges the body's muscles, but creates large amounts of waste heat.

Alioradone 70.00
KS

Alioradone is a complex medication known for its regenerative properties. It
is a unique medication that is activated by low temperatures, specifically
those cooler than 170K. Once activated, the drug stimulates cell regeneration
at an accelerated pace.

Aniuzaline 50.00
KS

Aniuzaline is an advanced haemostatic drug, developed to control excessive
bleeding, especially in traumatic injury scenarios. It works by accelerating the
body's natural clotting mechanisms, specifically enhancing platelet
aggregation and the activity of clotting factors. Designed for emergency
medicine.

Apiabin 12.00
KS

Apiabin is primarily used to treat extreme agitation. It works by inducing a
mild sedation effect, which effectively calms down the user to baseline levels.

Arievadine 50.00
KS

A complex, groundbreaking medication primarily designed for the treatment
of severe traumatic injuries. It stimulates the production of essential proteins
like collagen and fibrin, which are crucial for tissue repair and blood vessel
regeneration. Designed for emergency medicine.
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Page Price
(KS) Description

Aruonabin 20.00
KS

Aruonabin is a psychoactive medication, primarily used in the treatment of
mood disorders, hallucinations, and various forms of psychosis. The drug
works by modulating levels of dopamine and serotonin, neurotransmitters
that are crucial for mood regulation and perception.

Axalirine 25.00
KS

Axalirine is a cardio-stimulant that has been designed to strengthen the
cardiovascular system. works by enhancing the contractility of the heart
muscles, thereby improving cardiac output. It used in emergency medical
scenarios to stabilize erratic pulse and fluctuating blood pressure. It can also
be used a performance drug.

Baipiline 12.00
KS

Baipiline is an analgesic medication used in the management of mild to
severe pain. It works by centrally on the nervous system, targeting specific
receptors involved in pain perception.

Bronkalith 25.00
KS

Bronkalith is a respiratory agent specifically formulated to treat conditions
like asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). It functions
by relaxing bronchial muscles, thereby facilitating better airflow and reducing
symptoms like wheezing and shortness of breath.

Broplarine 19.00
KS

Broplarine is an advanced synaptic stimulant and nootropic that is
engineered to improve synaptic transmission. It functions by enhancing the
efficiency of synaptic transmission, the process by which neurons
communicate. This results in a cascade of cognitive benefits, including but
not limited to, increased mental acuity, enhanced focus, better memory
recall, and accelerated learning capabilities. The drug also promotes
neuroplasticity, aiding in the development and survival of neurons and
synapses.

Ciozaino 18.00
KS

Ciozaino is a psychoactive medication developed to increase neuroplasticity
in individuals who exhibit extremely rigid thinking patterns. It works by
modulating synaptic connections and strengthening neural pathways,
thereby enhancing the brain's inherent plasticity.

Cnalsium 12.00
KS

Cnalsium is a central nervous system (CNS) regulator with broad applicability
in the treatment of neurodegenerative disorders. By acting on various
neurotransmitter systems and promoting neural health, Cnalsium offers a
novel approach to managing these challenging conditions.

Gailicaine 20.00
KS

Gailicaine is a potent, fast-acting sedative primarily used in the medical field
to prepare patients for surgery. It's known for its ability to rapidly induce a
state of sedation with minimal memory loss. It works by depressing the
central nervous system, thereby reducing anxiety, inducing sleep, and
causing a loss of consciousness if necessary.

Hemaspanol 13.00
KS

Hemaspanol is a hematological agent used to stimulate the production of red
blood cells (RBCs) in individuals suffering from anemia. It functions by
stimulating the production of erythropoietin, a hormone secreted by the
kidneys that triggers RBC formation in the bone marrow.

Juimosil 60.00
KS

Juimosil is an incredibly complex medication primarily used in the treatment
of intricate mental disorders. Each dose is typically custom tailored to the
individual, taking into account their unique biochemistry, genetics, and
specific diagnosis.
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Kardivin 20.00
KS

Kardivin is a cardiovascular medication specifically designed to increase the
contractile force of the heart. By stimulating the myocardium, it increases the
strength and efficiency of each heartbeat. This is particularly beneficial for
individuals with heart conditions and to reduce the fatigue of individuals in
"high octane" situations.

Metabovin 20.00
KS

Metabovin is a potent metabolic medication designed to regulate and
improve overall metabolic processes. It operates by stimulating various
metabolic pathways, including those involved in energy production, nutrient
absorption, and waste elimination. The drug is particularly effective in
optimizing the breakdown of carbohydrates, proteins, and fats, thereby
increasing energy levels and promoting weight loss.

Myazakascin 40.00
KS

Myazakascin is a gaseous antibiotic that can be used to disinfect both the
exterior and interior of the body owing to its non-toxic nature when
appropriately diluted. It functions by disrupting bacterial cell walls, leading to
bacterial cell death. It is particularly effective in treating respiratory tract
infections, skin infections, and wound sterilization.

Neuropazine 25.00
KS

Neuropazine is a specialized neurological medication designed to improve
nerve conduction and overall nervous system function. The drug is
particularly effective in managing conditions characterized by nerve damage
or dysfunction, such as neuropathy, multiple sclerosis, and certain forms of
dementia by promoting the production and maintenance of the myelin
sheath.

Nioriprofen 7.00 KS
Nioriprofen is an over-the-counter analgesic medication commonly used to
treat minor to mild pain, inflammation, and high fevers. It is a non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) that works by inhibiting the synthesis of
prostaglandins, which are responsible for pain.

Onaiziasiane 30.00
KS

(For burns) Onaiziasiane is designed to tackle severe burns and facilitate skin
regeneration. It employs a multi-faceted approach to healing, including the
degradation of damaged skin cells, promotion of new cell growth, and
stimulation of collagen synthesis and angiogenesis.

Oriemelin 30.00
KS

(Anti-Radiation) Oriemelin is an anti-radiation medication, designed to
counteract the harmful effects of ionizing radiation. It operates on a
molecular level, binding to DNA structures and thereby shielding them from
ionizing radiation. It is effective in mitigating the acute symptoms of radiation
sickness and reducing the long-term risk of radiation-induced cancers.

Oxirone 15.00
KS

Oxirone is a highly potent respiratory agent, specifically designed to manage
and alleviate symptoms of respiratory distress. It's used primarily in
emergency situations where rapid and effective response is needed.

Oxyazine 5.00 KS

Oxyazine is a detoxifying medication used in the treatment of severe
intoxications. operates by forming complexes with harmful toxins present in
the bloodstream and liver. These complexes are then metabolically
transformed into non-toxic compounds that can be safely excreted through
the kidneys. Great for treating acute cases of drug overdose, alcohol
poisoning (we know what you did last night), and exposure to hazardous
industrial chemicals.
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Oxydexanil 12.00
KS

Oxydexanil is a potent medication formulated for the treatment of oxygen
deprivation in tissues. It enhances the blood's oxygen-carrying capacity and
optimizes cellular oxygen utilization. Useful for surgical work and as a
performance drug.

Oxyethcin 6.00 KS
Oxyethcin is a preventative antibiotic that is specifically formulated to halt
the growth of small infections in their early stages. The drug is particularly
effective against most types of bacterial illnesses. It operates by inhibiting
bacterial protein synthesis, effectively halting their growth and reproduction.

Piafyrcaine 9.00 KS
Piafyrcaine, a highly diluted version of Gailiamine, is used primarily in the
management of insomnia and anxiety disorders due to its slower, more
gradual sedative effects. it operates by modulating neurotransmitter activity
in the brain, thereby inducing a calming effect.

Plateletine 50.00
KS

Plateletine is an advanced hematological agent developed to stimulate the
production of platelets in individuals dealing with thrombocytopenia. The
drug acts on the bone marrow, encouraging the production of platelets—tiny
blood cells essential for clotting.

Prostadir 35.00
KS

(Organ regeneration) Prostadir is a organ-regenerative medicine that aids in
the recovery and regeneration of various organ tissues. It operates at a
cellular level, activating stem cells and directing them to replace damaged or
diseased cells in targeted organs (with the use of delivery nanites or
injection).

Riopiavire 90.00
KS

Riopiavire is a specially engineered virus used for gene editing in patients
who exhibit allergic reactions to nanites. This makes it a pivotal tool in
genetic therapies where nanite-based methods are not applicable.

Ruomiline 15.00
KS

Ruomiline is an analgesic medication designed for the management of
severe, often debilitating pain typically resulting from severe injuries or
conditions. it operates by inhibiting the transmission of pain signals to the
brain, effectively reducing the perception of severe pain.

Ryaliamacin 35.00
KS

Ryaliamacin is a broad-spectrum antibiotic, highly potent against a variety of
bacterial infections. It's specifically designed to treat severe conditions such
as wound infections, organ infections, and septicemia. It interferes with
bacterial cell wall synthesis, disrupting their growth and proliferation. Its
broad-spectrum action makes it effective against both Gram-positive and
Gram-negative bacteria.

Suolaifen 2.00 KS
Suolaifen is designed to provide relief from mild pain and fevers. It operates
by inhibiting the enzyme cyclooxygenase, thereby reducing the production of
prostaglandins, which are responsible for inflammation and pain.

Synaptine 22.00
KS

Synaptine is an advanced neural drug specifically designed to boost the
synaptic transmission in the brain. It operates by augmenting the production
of neurotransmitters, thereby facilitating more effective communication
between neurons. It is used to treat cognitive decline and neurodegenerative
diseases. It is also used as a nootropic by healthy individuals seeking
cognitive enhancement without cybernetics.
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Thermazine 15.00
KS

Thermazine is a powerful metabolic drug designed to stimulate
thermogenesis. It functions by enhancing the body's metabolic rate and
stimulating the production of heat through brown adipose tissue (BAT). The
drug is effective as a weight loss drug and for individuals exposed to extreme
cold conditions, as it aids in maintaining body temperature.

Venaline 10.00
KS

Venaline is a specialized medication that acts primarily on the venous
system, particularly beneficial in managing venous insufficiency and related
conditions. he drug aids in the improvement of blood flow back to the heart,
reducing venous stasis and subsequent complications like varicose veins, leg
ulcers, and deep vein thrombosis.

Viapanase 25.00
KS

Viapanase is a powdered anti-toxin medication designed to purge toxins
trapped within the mucous lining of the respiratory system. It operates by
enzymatically breaking down toxins (such as heavy metals and volatile
organic compounds) lodged in the mucous lining of the respiratory tract.

Viequiril 27.00
KS

Viequiril is a bioengineered, fast-acting growth factor used specifically to
combat bone and muscle mass loss. It operates by stimulating the production
of osteoblasts (bone) and myoblasts (muscles) to counter traumatic injuries
and disorders.

Viroxetine 5.00 KS

Viroxetine is an antiviral medication designed to target and inhibit a wide
range of viruses. It is formulated to disrupt viral replication and inhibit the
spread of viral infections within the body. It interferes with viral attachment
and entry into host cells, thereby preventing the virus from infiltrating
healthy cells and initiating infection (key during initial and early infections).

Voaxiesanar 200.00
KS

Voaxiesanar is a hormone-based medication used primarily in emergency
medicine for the treatment of severe cardiac conditions. It acts by
modulating the electrical activity of the heart, thereby normalizing cardiac
rhythm and protecting other organs against hypoxia.

Xiorisin 50.00
KS

Xiorisin is a readily available over-the-counter cough medicine. It acts by
inhibiting the cough reflex at the central nervous system level, providing
relief from incessant coughing.

Zolirin 9.00 KS
Zolirin is a potent central nervous system (CNS) regulator, often employed in
the management of epilepsy and seizures. With its unique mechanism of
action, Zolirin offers a valuable treatment option for those suffering from
these debilitating conditions.

Zuetase 20.00
KS

Zuetase is an anti-toxin enzyme designed to purge toxic particles within the
bloodstream and organs. It operates on a molecular level, binding to toxic
particles and rendering them inert. It works on heavy metals, narcotics, and
certain venoms.

Zuopitran 13.00
KS

Zuopitran is a broad spectrum medication designed to calm and focus
individuals with hyperactive behaviors and thoughts, rigid thinking patterns,
anxiety, and depression. It acts by modulating neurotransmitters like
serotonin and norepinephrine, thereby improving mood, focus, and overall
mental well-being.

Cybernetics and Nanite Augmentations
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Homeostatic
Nanomachines 1 ,000.00 KS Nanites that enhance the immune system.

Advancer TIN System 2 ,500.00 KS A series of cooperating implants and nanomachines that give a
human recipient limited empathic and telepathic abilities.

Advancer Iron Bone
Enhancement 3 ,000.00 KS

Special nanomachine treatment and implant that augments the
user's physical strength and resiliency by combining bio-synthetic
muscle enhancement with skeletal durandium grafts.

Zhenren Human
Upgrade Package 22 ,000.00 KS A package of cybernetic implants and gene therapy for human

and most human-derived species.

Advancer Omni Cardia
Stasis Pump 500.00 KS

Replacement cybernetic heart that sustains its host in a form of
medically-induced stasis when in critical condition until they can
be revived

Shin Mental Backup
Implant 5 ,000.00 KS

Developed in between YE 40 and YE 44, the Shin (神 in Yamataigo
or Shén in Lianjia Speech) Mental Backup Implant (ShMBU) is a
neural cybernetic implant designed to work as an as stand-in or
supplement for Soul Transfer technology. It does so by assisting
the development of short-term memories and speeding the
conversion to long-term memories. Also maps and saves key data
points to save the personality of the user. It entered the market in
YE 45.

In Development

Advancer Enterprises Research and development

Key Staff

Chief Operating Officer: Berhane Ezana Aseri - A former Mining foreman on Nepleslia, brings a
strong sense of ethics and “Get it Done” to his position.

Facilities

Fujiko IV Facilities
Main Headquarters
Treatment Hospital
Factory Complex

Tatiana Facilities
Treatment Hospital
Factory Complex
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